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Prepare to be swept away by the enchanting tales of Carole Mortimer's
Surrender Regency Lovers series. Set against the backdrop of Regency
England, these captivating novels transport you to a world of elegance,
passion, and unforgettable characters.

A Tapestry of Enthralling Love Stories

At the heart of Mortimer's Surrender Regency Lovers series lies a rich
tapestry of love stories that ignite the imagination. Each novel features a
unique and compelling pairing, bringing together dashing heroes and
spirited heroines destined for a whirlwind of romance.

From the brooding Lord to the charming rogue, Mortimer's heroes are as
diverse as they are irresistible. They possess a potent combination of
strength, vulnerability, and undeniable allure that sets hearts aflutter.
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Equally captivating are Mortimer's heroines. Intelligent, independent, and
possessed of a quiet strength, they navigate the complexities of Regency
society with grace and determination. Their desire for love and adventure
propels them into extraordinary encounters that will forever change their
lives.

Immerse Yourself in Regency England

Beyond the gripping love stories, Carole Mortimer's Surrender Regency
Lovers series transports readers to the vibrant and intricate world of
Regency England. With meticulous attention to historical detail, Mortimer
paints a vivid picture of a society governed by etiquette, tradition, and the
pursuit of pleasure.

Through the eyes of her characters, you'll witness grand balls, intimate
soirées, and whispered conversations in moonlit gardens. The sights,
sounds, and scents of Regency England come alive on the page,
immersing you in a bygone era that tantalizes the senses.

A Legacy of Literary Excellence

Carole Mortimer is a master of the Regency romance genre, with a prolific
career spanning over four decades. Her Surrender Regency Lovers series
is a testament to her storytelling prowess, consistently captivating readers
with its intricate plots, unforgettable characters, and passionate romances.

Mortimer's novels have earned her widespread acclaim and a dedicated
following. Her ability to blend historical accuracy with compelling storylines
has made her one of the most beloved and respected authors in the genre.

Indulge in the Surrender Regency Lovers Series



Whether you're a seasoned fan of Regency romance or a newcomer to the
genre, Carole Mortimer's Surrender Regency Lovers series offers an
irresistible escape into a world of passion, adventure, and historical charm.

Immerse yourself in the captivating tales of dashing heroes, spirited
heroines, and the enchanting world of Regency England. Prepare to be
swept away by the unforgettable love stories and immerse yourself in a
literary experience that will linger long after you turn the final page.

Recommended Reading Order

1. The Viscount's Vow

2. The Earl's Temptation

3. The Duke's Dilemma

4. The Marquess's Masquerade

5. The Baron's Bargain

With each novel promising a captivating journey into the heart of Regency
England, the Surrender Regency Lovers series will leave you yearning for
more. Surrender to the allure of Carole Mortimer's beloved tales and
experience the unforgettable magic of Regency romance.
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The Double Lives of Black Women in America:
Navigating the Intersections of Race, Gender,
and Class
Black women in America lead complex and multifaceted lives, juggling
multiple roles and identities while navigating the often-intersecting
challenges...

Banging My Billionaire Boss: A Love Story for
the Ages (or at Least the Next Few Hours)
Chapter 1: The Interview I was nervous. Really nervous. I mean, I was
about to interview for my dream job, the one that I had been working
towards for years. I had...
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